Visibility
Visual training is training in observation and concealment.

To OBSERVE is to see through the enemy’s CONCEALMENT; to CONCEAL yourself is to defeat his OBSERVATION. Once you are trained in both you can find and engage the enemy without being seen.

You can find out a lot about the enemy by watching him; by concealing yourself you can deceive him and, if he attacks, you can meet him with short range fire where he least expects it.

The important things are:
- See without being seen.
- Notice details.
- Learn to understand the meaning of what you see, and make the right deductions.

WHY THINGS ARE SEEN...

Shadow... keep in the shadow of a bigger object

Silhouette... Don’t stand against a skyline

Surface... Don’t look different from your surroundings

Shape... Disguise your shape (especially your Equipment).

Spacing... Keep spread out - but not too regularly

Movement... Move carefully